
高耐圧 半導体パワーデバイスの本質

ガス放電管
ガス原子の電離による電子と正イオンの発生
電子とガス原子のプラズマ

半導体
自由電子と正孔が既存 
電荷担体密度の制御が可能 (in 真性半導体: n-)

電圧保持能力 (OFF状態 & 通電状態)
「静的な耐圧」と「動的な耐圧: 安全動作領域」

絶縁状態 ⇔ 通電状態　(スイッチ)

(in 高不純物濃度部: p+, n+)

115年11月7日土曜日

(配付資料 2015 #2-p.1) 高田
ガス放電管は自己遮断できない。
電荷担体: 自由電子と正孔。

パワーデバイスのエッセンス

実現順序
I)   遮断過程がないダイオード
II)  交流を遮断できるサイリスタ
III) 直流を遮断できるトランジスタ, GTO

エアコン
新幹線
300系

Prius

Tr. Module IGBT

新幹線
700系

GTO

インバータ制御

スイッチ能力
A) (高)電圧保持 (高い絶縁性)
B) 低オン抵抗　(金属並が理想)
C) アーク耐性 (DC40Vリレーが困難)
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(キャパシタ/放電管)

ON動作
(ガス放電管)

215年11月7日土曜日

(配付資料 2015 #2-p.2c) 制御理論が重要な訳 ! (GTO構成図を修正)
システム屋には、パワーデバイスは単なるスイッチ (それが正解)。
リレーを使ってもインバータは出来る。還流ダイオードは必要。



各デバイスの立ち上がり特性

JA

VAK

MOSFET

single BJT

IGBT

Diode,
GTO(Thyristor)

•定格電圧が高くなるほど
差が広がる。

•GTO (diode)とIGBTは敷居
電圧(≈0.7V)が存在する。

•BJTは、ダーリントン接続
にすると敷居電圧(≈0.7V)
が発生する。

GTO Darlington BJT IGBT

315年11月7日土曜日

(配付資料 2015 #2-p.3) 高田
敷居電圧: GTO, IGBTはpinダイオード動作に負う。
　　　　  ダーリントン トランジスタは、前段のVBEに負う。

半導体 vs. 金属

半導体: 絶縁体 ⇔ 導体 (可変抵抗)
J = q•n•µ•EF (ドリフト電流)

半導体 (Si) 金属

n (cm-3) 0~1014,1018 ≈1022

µ (cm2/Vs) 1,500~100 ≤ 50
J (A/cm2) ≈100 (温度制限)

Jmax (A/cm2) (≥10,000) (温度制限)
E.Field(V/cm) ~ 100,000 << 1

415年11月7日土曜日

(配付資料 2015 #2-p.4) 高田
アボカドロ数(6x1023cm-3)/(原子量/比重)
原子量/比重: Cu=(63.6/8.9), Si=(28/2.3),  シリコンの原子密度= 5x1022cm-3



半導体とは何か?

 電気伝導度での区別は不適切
必要要件
1.自由電子と正孔の共存 (両極性の荷電担体) ...化学と類似?
2.キャリア密度が桁違いに変化 (温度, 光, 電圧に依存)
3.<共有結合が連続する構造>

 ダイヤモンド, SiC, Si, Ge, GaAs, ポリアセチレンが共有する因子?

有機半導体の要件は、”共役二重構造”の存在
515年11月7日土曜日

(配付資料 2015 #2-p.5) 高田
(パワーデバイスだからこそ、新たなアイデアが必要だった)

正孔と自由電子の基本反応 
- 最外殻電子の移動 -

 H+ と OH- (水中)
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Fig. 1. Setting Point of the Initial Carriers (Device Center)

Fig. 2. Examples of Generation Currents (n− 50µm and 300µm Diodes)

recombination of hydrogen-ion (H+) and hydroxy-ion (OH−)
in a water (H2O). When these reactions do the balance, the
mole density product of both ions keeps constant (eq.2).

H2O ⇀↽ H+ + OH− (1)
[H+][OH−] = 10−14(mol/l)2 (@300K) (2)

The famous eq.3 (nhne = ni
2) corresponds to this eq.2 4.

Then, concerning holes and free-electrons, what is the reaction
corresponding to eq.1? For instance, Si cannot be balanced in
eq.4 and neither the free-electron nor the hole is even in eq.5.
It should be expressed to be eq.6 at least and eq.7 would be
more general by adding the common supplementary factors
(c0) in both sides.

nhne = ni
2 = 1.2x1020cm−6 (@300K) (3)

Si ⇀↽ h+ + e− (4)
Si ⇀↽ (Si + h)+ + e− (5)

2Si ⇀↽ (Si + h)+ + (Si + e)− (6)
2Si + c0 ⇀↽ (Si + h)+ + (Si + e)− + c0 (7)

A concrete reactive equation cannot be written according to
the widely accepted model where an electron that slipped out
the outermost shell is assumed to be the free-electron and its
remaining empty portion is assumed to the hole. The author
wants to propose the model of the free-electron and the hole
shown in Fig.3. The free-electron, that is framed as“ free
electron”, is the situation where a covalent bonding is lost and
both electrons that had been consisting that bonding add to one
side of the outermost shell orbit. The hole, that is framed as
“hole”, is the situation in which one outermost electron orbit
is missed oppositely. For this model, either the free-electron

4Either expression is called ”the law of mass action”.

Fig. 3. New Model of the Free Electron and the Hole in Silicon

Fig. 4. Generation and Recombination Processes by the Thermal Motion

or the hole appears making a pair with the silicon atom that
lacks one of the four covalent bondings. Then, this excessive
electron orbit, or the lack of it, can advance one atom unit
(in principle) by canceling the covalent bonding with the next
silicon atom while forming again the missing covalent bonding
on the other direction.

Chemically, the hole can be considered to be the Si+ ion
where one outermost shell electron orbit (O) is missed and the
free-electron can be considered to be the Si− ion in which one
outermost shell electron orbit (O) increases simply. It is more
appropriate to express the reaction equation (eq.7) as eq.8.

2Si + c0 ⇀↽ (Si − O)h
+ + (Si + O)e

− + c0 (8)

This reaction (eq.8) can be drawn as shown in Fig.4. In this
figure, the thermal vibration of the Si atom around a reactive
atom is chosen as the supplementary factor (c0). Between
both sides of eq.8, the intermediate reaction would exist as
shown in the center of Fig.4. When the recombination rate
in the right side is a little, each reaction indicated by ⇀↽
proceeds by the thermal kinetic energy (lattice temperature)
of ”Si-atom”. However, when the pair-generation and the
recombination do balance, the energy necessary for the pair-
generation would be covered by the energy that is generated
by the the recombination in the right side.

In such a situation, the speed ratio of the right side reaction
to the left side one keeps a definite value (K), that is
determined by the energy of its system. This is“ the law of
mass action”. Each density of the reactive elements in eq.8
has the relation of eq.9. ([ ] means the density of the enclosed
object)

K(ε) =
[Sih][Sie][c0]

[Si]2[c0]
=

[Sih][Sie]
[Si]2

∝ nhne (9)

The law of the mass action results from the kinetic theory of
gases, in which a chemical reaction is simplified as the colli-
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recombination of hydrogen-ion (H+) and hydroxy-ion (OH−)
in a water (H2O). When these reactions do the balance, the
mole density product of both ions keeps constant (eq.2).

H2O ⇀↽ H+ + OH− (1)
[H+][OH−] = 10−14(mol/l)2 (@300K) (2)

The famous eq.3 (nhne = ni
2) corresponds to this eq.2 4.

Then, concerning holes and free-electrons, what is the reaction
corresponding to eq.1? For instance, Si cannot be balanced in
eq.4 and neither the free-electron nor the hole is even in eq.5.
It should be expressed to be eq.6 at least and eq.7 would be
more general by adding the common supplementary factors
(c0) in both sides.

nhne = ni
2 = 1.2x1020cm−6 (@300K) (3)

Si ⇀↽ h+ + e− (4)
Si ⇀↽ (Si + h)+ + e− (5)

2Si ⇀↽ (Si + h)+ + (Si + e)− (6)
2Si + c0 ⇀↽ (Si + h)+ + (Si + e)− + c0 (7)

A concrete reactive equation cannot be written according to
the widely accepted model where an electron that slipped out
the outermost shell is assumed to be the free-electron and its
remaining empty portion is assumed to the hole. The author
wants to propose the model of the free-electron and the hole
shown in Fig.3. The free-electron, that is framed as“ free
electron”, is the situation where a covalent bonding is lost and
both electrons that had been consisting that bonding add to one
side of the outermost shell orbit. The hole, that is framed as
“hole”, is the situation in which one outermost electron orbit
is missed oppositely. For this model, either the free-electron

4Either expression is called ”the law of mass action”.
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or the hole appears making a pair with the silicon atom that
lacks one of the four covalent bondings. Then, this excessive
electron orbit, or the lack of it, can advance one atom unit
(in principle) by canceling the covalent bonding with the next
silicon atom while forming again the missing covalent bonding
on the other direction.

Chemically, the hole can be considered to be the Si+ ion
where one outermost shell electron orbit (O) is missed and the
free-electron can be considered to be the Si− ion in which one
outermost shell electron orbit (O) increases simply. It is more
appropriate to express the reaction equation (eq.7) as eq.8.

2Si + c0 ⇀↽ (Si − O)h
+ + (Si + O)e

− + c0 (8)

This reaction (eq.8) can be drawn as shown in Fig.4. In this
figure, the thermal vibration of the Si atom around a reactive
atom is chosen as the supplementary factor (c0). Between
both sides of eq.8, the intermediate reaction would exist as
shown in the center of Fig.4. When the recombination rate
in the right side is a little, each reaction indicated by ⇀↽
proceeds by the thermal kinetic energy (lattice temperature)
of ”Si-atom”. However, when the pair-generation and the
recombination do balance, the energy necessary for the pair-
generation would be covered by the energy that is generated
by the the recombination in the right side.

In such a situation, the speed ratio of the right side reaction
to the left side one keeps a definite value (K), that is
determined by the energy of its system. This is“ the law of
mass action”. Each density of the reactive elements in eq.8
has the relation of eq.9. ([ ] means the density of the enclosed
object)

K(ε) =
[Sih][Sie][c0]

[Si]2[c0]
=

[Sih][Sie]
[Si]2

∝ nhne (9)

The law of the mass action results from the kinetic theory of
gases, in which a chemical reaction is simplified as the colli-
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recombination of hydrogen-ion (H+) and hydroxy-ion (OH−)
in a water (H2O). When these reactions do the balance, the
mole density product of both ions keeps constant (eq.2).

H2O ⇀↽ H+ + OH− (1)
[H+][OH−] = 10−14(mol/l)2 (@300K) (2)

The famous eq.3 (nhne = ni
2) corresponds to this eq.2 4.

Then, concerning holes and free-electrons, what is the reaction
corresponding to eq.1? For instance, Si cannot be balanced in
eq.4 and neither the free-electron nor the hole is even in eq.5.
It should be expressed to be eq.6 at least and eq.7 would be
more general by adding the common supplementary factors
(c0) in both sides.

nhne = ni
2 = 1.2x1020cm−6 (@300K) (3)

Si ⇀↽ h+ + e− (4)
Si ⇀↽ (Si + h)+ + e− (5)

2Si ⇀↽ (Si + h)+ + (Si + e)− (6)
2Si + c0 ⇀↽ (Si + h)+ + (Si + e)− + c0 (7)

A concrete reactive equation cannot be written according to
the widely accepted model where an electron that slipped out
the outermost shell is assumed to be the free-electron and its
remaining empty portion is assumed to the hole. The author
wants to propose the model of the free-electron and the hole
shown in Fig.3. The free-electron, that is framed as“ free
electron”, is the situation where a covalent bonding is lost and
both electrons that had been consisting that bonding add to one
side of the outermost shell orbit. The hole, that is framed as
“hole”, is the situation in which one outermost electron orbit
is missed oppositely. For this model, either the free-electron

4Either expression is called ”the law of mass action”.
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or the hole appears making a pair with the silicon atom that
lacks one of the four covalent bondings. Then, this excessive
electron orbit, or the lack of it, can advance one atom unit
(in principle) by canceling the covalent bonding with the next
silicon atom while forming again the missing covalent bonding
on the other direction.

Chemically, the hole can be considered to be the Si+ ion
where one outermost shell electron orbit (O) is missed and the
free-electron can be considered to be the Si− ion in which one
outermost shell electron orbit (O) increases simply. It is more
appropriate to express the reaction equation (eq.7) as eq.8.

2Si + c0 ⇀↽ (Si − O)h
+ + (Si + O)e

− + c0 (8)

This reaction (eq.8) can be drawn as shown in Fig.4. In this
figure, the thermal vibration of the Si atom around a reactive
atom is chosen as the supplementary factor (c0). Between
both sides of eq.8, the intermediate reaction would exist as
shown in the center of Fig.4. When the recombination rate
in the right side is a little, each reaction indicated by ⇀↽
proceeds by the thermal kinetic energy (lattice temperature)
of ”Si-atom”. However, when the pair-generation and the
recombination do balance, the energy necessary for the pair-
generation would be covered by the energy that is generated
by the the recombination in the right side.

In such a situation, the speed ratio of the right side reaction
to the left side one keeps a definite value (K), that is
determined by the energy of its system. This is“ the law of
mass action”. Each density of the reactive elements in eq.8
has the relation of eq.9. ([ ] means the density of the enclosed
object)

K(ε) =
[Sih][Sie][c0]

[Si]2[c0]
=

[Sih][Sie]
[Si]2

∝ nhne (9)

The law of the mass action results from the kinetic theory of
gases, in which a chemical reaction is simplified as the colli-

O: 最外殻軌道
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recombination of hydrogen-ion (H+) and hydroxy-ion (OH−)
in a water (H2O). When these reactions do the balance, the
mole density product of both ions keeps constant (eq.2).

H2O ⇀↽ H+ + OH− (1)
[H+][OH−] = 10−14(mol/l)2 (@300K) (2)

The famous eq.3 (nhne = ni
2) corresponds to this eq.2 4.

Then, concerning holes and free-electrons, what is the reaction
corresponding to eq.1? For instance, Si cannot be balanced in
eq.4 and neither the free-electron nor the hole is even in eq.5.
It should be expressed to be eq.6 at least and eq.7 would be
more general by adding the common supplementary factors
(c0) in both sides.

nhne = ni
2 = 1.2x1020cm−6 (@300K) (3)

Si ⇀↽ h+ + e− (4)
Si ⇀↽ (Si + h)+ + e− (5)

2Si ⇀↽ (Si + h)+ + (Si + e)− (6)
2Si + c0 ⇀↽ (Si + h)+ + (Si + e)− + c0 (7)

A concrete reactive equation cannot be written according to
the widely accepted model where an electron that slipped out
the outermost shell is assumed to be the free-electron and its
remaining empty portion is assumed to the hole. The author
wants to propose the model of the free-electron and the hole
shown in Fig.3. The free-electron, that is framed as“ free
electron”, is the situation where a covalent bonding is lost and
both electrons that had been consisting that bonding add to one
side of the outermost shell orbit. The hole, that is framed as
“hole”, is the situation in which one outermost electron orbit
is missed oppositely. For this model, either the free-electron

4Either expression is called ”the law of mass action”.
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or the hole appears making a pair with the silicon atom that
lacks one of the four covalent bondings. Then, this excessive
electron orbit, or the lack of it, can advance one atom unit
(in principle) by canceling the covalent bonding with the next
silicon atom while forming again the missing covalent bonding
on the other direction.

Chemically, the hole can be considered to be the Si+ ion
where one outermost shell electron orbit (O) is missed and the
free-electron can be considered to be the Si− ion in which one
outermost shell electron orbit (O) increases simply. It is more
appropriate to express the reaction equation (eq.7) as eq.8.

2Si + c0 ⇀↽ (Si − O)h
+ + (Si + O)e

− + c0 (8)

This reaction (eq.8) can be drawn as shown in Fig.4. In this
figure, the thermal vibration of the Si atom around a reactive
atom is chosen as the supplementary factor (c0). Between
both sides of eq.8, the intermediate reaction would exist as
shown in the center of Fig.4. When the recombination rate
in the right side is a little, each reaction indicated by ⇀↽
proceeds by the thermal kinetic energy (lattice temperature)
of ”Si-atom”. However, when the pair-generation and the
recombination do balance, the energy necessary for the pair-
generation would be covered by the energy that is generated
by the the recombination in the right side.

In such a situation, the speed ratio of the right side reaction
to the left side one keeps a definite value (K), that is
determined by the energy of its system. This is“ the law of
mass action”. Each density of the reactive elements in eq.8
has the relation of eq.9. ([ ] means the density of the enclosed
object)

K(ε) =
[Sih][Sie][c0]

[Si]2[c0]
=

[Sih][Sie]
[Si]2

∝ nhne (9)

The law of the mass action results from the kinetic theory of
gases, in which a chemical reaction is simplified as the colli-

co: (触媒)

x
x

 nh と ne    (シリコン中)  - 固体中の化学反応 -
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recombination of hydrogen-ion (H+) and hydroxy-ion (OH−)
in a water (H2O). When these reactions do the balance, the
mole density product of both ions keeps constant (eq.2).

H2O ⇀↽ H+ + OH− (1)
[H+][OH−] = 10−14(mol/l)2 (@300K) (2)

The famous eq.3 (nhne = ni
2) corresponds to this eq.2 4.

Then, concerning holes and free-electrons, what is the reaction
corresponding to eq.1? For instance, Si cannot be balanced in
eq.4 and neither the free-electron nor the hole is even in eq.5.
It should be expressed to be eq.6 at least and eq.7 would be
more general by adding the common supplementary factors
(c0) in both sides.

nhne = ni
2 = 1.2x1020cm−6 (@300K) (3)

Si ⇀↽ h+ + e− (4)
Si ⇀↽ (Si + h)+ + e− (5)

2Si ⇀↽ (Si + h)+ + (Si + e)− (6)
2Si + c0 ⇀↽ (Si + h)+ + (Si + e)− + c0 (7)

A concrete reactive equation cannot be written according to
the widely accepted model where an electron that slipped out
the outermost shell is assumed to be the free-electron and its
remaining empty portion is assumed to the hole. The author
wants to propose the model of the free-electron and the hole
shown in Fig.3. The free-electron, that is framed as“ free
electron”, is the situation where a covalent bonding is lost and
both electrons that had been consisting that bonding add to one
side of the outermost shell orbit. The hole, that is framed as
“hole”, is the situation in which one outermost electron orbit
is missed oppositely. For this model, either the free-electron

4Either expression is called ”the law of mass action”.
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or the hole appears making a pair with the silicon atom that
lacks one of the four covalent bondings. Then, this excessive
electron orbit, or the lack of it, can advance one atom unit
(in principle) by canceling the covalent bonding with the next
silicon atom while forming again the missing covalent bonding
on the other direction.

Chemically, the hole can be considered to be the Si+ ion
where one outermost shell electron orbit (O) is missed and the
free-electron can be considered to be the Si− ion in which one
outermost shell electron orbit (O) increases simply. It is more
appropriate to express the reaction equation (eq.7) as eq.8.

2Si + c0 ⇀↽ (Si − O)h
+ + (Si + O)e

− + c0 (8)

This reaction (eq.8) can be drawn as shown in Fig.4. In this
figure, the thermal vibration of the Si atom around a reactive
atom is chosen as the supplementary factor (c0). Between
both sides of eq.8, the intermediate reaction would exist as
shown in the center of Fig.4. When the recombination rate
in the right side is a little, each reaction indicated by ⇀↽
proceeds by the thermal kinetic energy (lattice temperature)
of ”Si-atom”. However, when the pair-generation and the
recombination do balance, the energy necessary for the pair-
generation would be covered by the energy that is generated
by the the recombination in the right side.

In such a situation, the speed ratio of the right side reaction
to the left side one keeps a definite value (K), that is
determined by the energy of its system. This is“ the law of
mass action”. Each density of the reactive elements in eq.8
has the relation of eq.9. ([ ] means the density of the enclosed
object)

K(ε) =
[Sih][Sie][c0]

[Si]2[c0]
=

[Sih][Sie]
[Si]2

∝ nhne (9)

The law of the mass action results from the kinetic theory of
gases, in which a chemical reaction is simplified as the colli-

x

615年11月7日土曜日

(配付資料 2015 #2-p.6) 高田
質量作用の法則は、(化学反応の)平衡状態で成り立つ。



自由電子と正孔の移動手順 (シリコン内)
自由電子 正孔

 最外殻軌道の移動 + 共有結合の切断と再結合
自由電子と正孔は同等
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715年11月7日土曜日

(配付資料 2015 #2-p.7) 高田
ポリアセチレンの自由電子, 正孔の伝導と同等。

1.高耐圧パワーデバイスの本質はスイッチである。スイッチには(A)高い絶縁性、(B)低オン電圧、(C)オフ時に発生するア
ークに対する耐性が要求される。パワーデバイスの実用化には特に(C)が問題となったので、(I)遮断過程が無いダイオー
ド、(II)交流を遮断できるサイリスタ、そして最後に(III)直流を遮断できるトランジスタの順に実現した。
2.高電圧パワーデバイスの基本は、p領域とn領域の間に純粋なシリコン領域を挟んだpinダイオードである。高電圧を保持
する機構は基本的にキャパシタと同じで、そのオン動作はガス放電管の(+, - 担体が混在する)通電機構と同じである
3.「半導体の正孔は自由電子と同等に振る舞う」と言うのが、半導体技術者の実感である。
4.最も単純な半導体は、白川 英樹が導電性を確認したポリアセチレンである(1次元半導体)。共有結合と二重共有結合の連
鎖(共役二重構造)が半導体特性を示すことは、化学では良く知られている。 3次元構造では、共有結合結晶であれば半導
体になることが期待できる。実際に、Ge, Si, ダイヤモンド, SiC等、半導体結晶は共有結合特性を有する。
5. H2O ⇄ H++OH-反応におけるH+イオン濃度[H+]とOH-イオン濃度[OH-]の積が10-14 (mol/l)2となる関係(質量作用の法
則)に擬えると、シリコンの正孔密度nhと自由電子密度neの積が1020 cm-6となる関係の反応式として、2Si ⇄ (Si-O)+ +
(Si+O)-を想定することが出来る(Oは最外殻電子軌道を示す)。すなわち、最外殻軌道が1ヶ過剰な原子対が自由電子とし
て振る舞い、1ヶ不足する原子対が正孔に当たる。(高田 案)
6.実際には、下図に示すように、1対のSi原子の片方の最外殻軌道が過剰な状況が自由電子で、逆に不足する原子対が正孔
に当たると考えられる(単独の●は共有結合状態の電子を示す)。そうすると、1対のSi原子の周りの6対の電子は全て共有
結合状態にあるので、結晶中のどのSi原子対とも置き換わっても周りの原子群と齟齬を生じない。 (高田 案)

Silicon atoms hole free electron

SiSi

+

-

Si SiSi Si2 +

<解説>

7. 自由電子や正孔の移動は、最外殻軌道電子がSi原子間の共有結合の切断と再結合を伴いながら(熱運動でランダムな方向
に)移動する状況に他ならない。 (高田 案) 
8.外部電界が加わると、このランダム運動体の中心位置が電界方向に偏る。　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
この運動体の周囲に及ぼす影響が同じなので、正孔と自由電子は同等に振る舞う。

815年11月7日土曜日

(配付資料 2015 #2-p.8) 高田
(5.)～(8.)は高田案である。


